Rules for submission of articles to the journal Science and Innovation
If you made oral presentation at the conference NAO195, total volume of your article may
be up to 8 pages without figures and tables, and total number of figures and tables may be up to 6.
If you made poster presentation at the conference NAO195, total volume of your article may
be up to 6 pages without figures and tables, and total number of figures and tables may be up to 3.
During the registration at the conference, one of authors of the article must submit
filled license agreement on transfer of copyright (contract form is available at the editorial office or
online at journal’s website - Contract.pdf, Contract.doc). The license agreement enters into force
after the approval of the article for publication. The signing of the license agreement by author(s)
means that they are familiar and agree to the terms of the contract.
You must prepare a file named authors.doc containing information about each of the authors
– last name, first name and patronymic in full, position, place of employment, academic status,
scientific degree, contact information (phone, email), ORCID code (if available). Information about
the authors is submitted in two languages - Ukrainian and English. You must sent to the SOC all
materials for each article as an archived ZIP file. Name of this file must contain a surname of the
first author and article number, for example Ivanov_1.zip
The archived ZIP file must contain the following files:


DOC file containing article, tables, figures in accordance with the Requirements for article
(see below), for example: Ivanov_NewObservationalResults.doc



EPS or TIFF files for each figure used in the article,
for example:



Ivanov_NewObservationalResults_Fig_1.tiff

file - authors.doc

You must sent the archived ZIP file to the SOC by email address nao195@nao.nikolaev.ua
Subject of the letter must contain word Article, a surname of the first author, first three words of
article name, for example: Article Ivanov A. V. New Observational Results
If you make any corrections before the deadline of article submission, you may send new
archived ZIP file, for example: Ivanov_1a.zip In this case, the subject of letter must contain word
Update, for example:
Update Ivanov A. V. New Observational Results
The deadline of article submission is October 10, 2016.

Requirements for article
Text editor MS Word (.doc) must be used. Articles are accepted in Ukrainian, Russian, English. File
name must contain surname of the first author and first three words of article name, for example:
Ivanov_NewObservationalResults.doc
The article should be structured in the following sections: Introduction, which outlines the
problem statement, the relevance of the chosen topic, an analysis of recent research and
publications, purpose and objectives; The main material of the research and the results obtained;
Conclusions, which sum up the work and prospects for further research in this direction; References.
The title page is given in Ukrainian, Russian and English and contains the following
information:
1) the name(s) and initials of the author(s);
2) the name of the article;
3) the name of the institution, full postal address, telephone number, fax number, email address;
4) article abstract - no more than 100 words. The abstract should be structured, with sequential logic
describing the results and describe the main objectives of the study; summarize the most important
results.
5) keywords - not more than 8 words.
The text is typed in 12-point font size, double-spaced on A4 paper. Article title, chapter titles
are typed in capital letters and highlighted in bold.
The formulas must be typed in the Equation editor or MatType. Articles with formulas
inscribed by hand are not accepted for publication. The values, which are used for the first time,
must defined, and then the appropriate term must be used throughout the text.
Each table must be submitted on a separate page with portrait orientation. The tables must be
prepared using the MS Word spreadsheet editor. The use of pseudo graphic symbols is
unacceptable.
Each figure must be submitted on a separate page with portrait orientation. Each figure must
be not larger than 160×200 mm in sizes on a page at 100% scale. Each figure has to be submitted
with a resolution of 300 dpi. The text in the figures must be written using 10 point font size.
Measurement units in graphs must be indicated by commas. The figures are numbered in order of
their location in the text, parts of figures are numbered with letters - a, b, ...
Figures must be submitted in Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) or TIFF formats with a resolution
of 300 dpi. Figures made using software packages for mathematical and statistical processing must
be converted to these formats. File name of each figure must contain surname of the first author,

first three words of paper title, figure number, for example:
Ivanov_NewObservationalResults_Fig_1.tiff
Photos must be in TIFF format with a resolution of 300 dpi.
Tags and texts in EPS files must be prepared by using vector graphics and curves.
The captions for figures and tables are typed in the article after the list of references.
The list of used literature sources is given in the end. References are numbered consecutively
in order of citation in the text. References to unpublished and unfinished work are unacceptable.
References to books (monographs, individual chapters, etc.), articles from scientific periodicals,
conference proceedings, patents and copyright certificates, abstracts of dissertations, electronic
resources are acceptable.
Titles of articles, monographs, collections, meeting proceedings, report theses, abstracts of
dissertations and preprints are specified in full. Articles must have all co-authors, publication name,
year, volume, issue, start and end pages indicated, for monographs - the place of publication (city),
publisher, year of publication, total number of pages.
References should consist of two parts: REFERENCES in original and English language.
REFERENCES are the sources in the original language, presented according to the format of
the Ukrainian standard bibliographic description (form 23 approved by HAC of Ukraine from March
3, 2008, No. 147). To make references to scientific literature sources in accordance with the
requirements of the State Attestation Commission of Ukraine the online resource for automatic
formulation of sources at http://vak.in.ua can be used.
References (eng) are separately translated into English or transliterated into Latin alphabet
(recommendations by the international standard bibliographic standard APA-2010). The names of
Ukrainian and Russian language publications (journals, books, etc.) is transliterated (transliteration
rules according to the Decree of Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine from January 27, 2010 No. 55,
Uriadoviy Courier 10.02.2010, No. 5), and translated to English in brackets.
When referencing the journal ―Science and Innovations‖ the transliterated name Nauka ta
innovacii is used.
Examples of references to literature sources in original language
http://vak.in.ua

Examples of references to literature sources in English language
Articles in journals
Mahlin N.M., Korotyns’kyj O.Ye., Svyrydenko A.O. Aparatno-programni kompleksy dlja
avtomatychnogo zvarjuvannja nepovorotnyh stykiv truboprovodiv atomnyh elektrostancij. Nauka i
innovacii (Science and Innovation). 2013. 9(6): 31—45 [in Ukrainian].

Books
Shestopalov V.M. (ed.). Classification of Mineral Waters of Ukraine. Kyiv: Makkom, 2003 [in
Russian].
Conference proceedings
Ameling D. Steel – innovative solutions for energy and resource challenges. In: Proc. 9th European
Electric Steelmaking Conference. May 19–20, 2008, Krakow.
Patents
Patent of Ukraine N 39628. Kliuk B.O., Shymko R.Ya., Vecherik R.L., Khaetskyi Yu.B., Halii P.P.,
Hresko T.M., Prytula M.H., Pyanylo Ya.D., Prytula N.M. Method for determination of optimal
operation of wells in combination with operation of other wells and, respectively, underground gas
storage [in Ukrainian].
Abstracts of dissertations
Mashukov A.O. Efficiency hospital stage of rehabilitation of patients with colon cancer. PhD (Med.)
Odesa, 2011 [in Ukrainian].

Articles submitted without compliance with the editorial requirements will not be
accepted.
The responsibility for the accuracy of information, facts and other knowledge, references
to regulations, citations and proper names, lies with the authors of the publication.
The material published in the journal reflects the opinions of the authors, which may not
always coincide with the position of the Editorial Board.

